Ideas That Count

Join us in sharing your Census Pride
Create your own Census mascots
IDEAS THAT COUNT

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE CENSUSARUS

THE CENSUSARUS IS ALMOST READY TO HATCH!

THE CENSUSARUS HATCHES EVERY 10 YEARS

and needs the help of everyone living in the US to grow up to be a strong dinosaur!

TO HELP THE CENSUSARUS GROW, WATCH OUT FOR

a letter that will arrive in the mail this March.

THE CENSUSARUS NEEDS SOMEONE FROM EVERY HOUSE

to help it grow! Once it’s grown up, the Censusaurus helps us all be happy and healthy - and give back to your school, your playgrounds, and help for everyone in your home.

THE CENSUSARUS WANTS TO MEET EVERYONE

and it is safe, easy, and very important that you help feed the Censusaurus and DON'T LET IT GO EXTINCT!

TELL THE ADULTS YOU KNOW TO GO TO 2020CENSUS.GOV TO HELP FEED THE CENSUSARUS THIS SPRING!

Who is that??? Why, it's the Censusaurus!